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Is there a change in the use of post-verbal 
position (postV) in Turkish in contact with 
German and/or Kurmanji? 

2)  Similarities
In terms of frequencies, HS of Turkish in 
Germany behave like Turkish monolinguals
from Turkey, while HS of Turkish and
Kurmanji in Germany behave like Kurmanji-
Turkish bilinguals in Turkey.
3)  Kurmanji influence?
HS of Turkish and Kurmanji as well as
Kurmanji-Turkish bilinguals use significantly
fewer postV than HS of Turkish and Turkish
monolinguals.

1) Settings are important
There is a clear tendency for placing
elements in postV in each group (informal 
spoken > formal spoken >
informal written > formal written)

Table 1. Word order in Turkish, German, and Kurmanji Table 2. PostV across all groups Table 3. PostV in HS of Kurmanji and Turkish in Germany 
(all settings are calculated together)

4) HL dominance
There is a tendency among Turkish-dominant 
HS of Kurmanji and Turkish in Germany to
use a higher number of postV than Kurmanji-
dominant HS.
5) Conclusion
In terms of frequencies, there is an influence 
of Kurmanji on Turkish in Turkey and in 
Germany. An influence of German (on 
heritage Turkish in Germany) was not found.
* To-dos
- What types of elements are placed in 

postV across the groups?
- Do information structure restrictions get 

loosened?
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